Molinaro Group enjoys a great working relationship and long history
with NEEZO Studios, cemented by the fact that NEEZO oﬀers a truly
one-stop creative studio (many production houses claim one-stop
services...and then outsource to NEEZO). Molinaro was impressed
by their award-winning work and that NEEZO has an in-house render
farm with dozens of artists, conveniently situated in the Toronto GTA.

Renderings

Renderings are the ﬁrst opportunity to sell the condo’s lifestyle.
Staying true to the illuminating theme, NEEZO rendered the
building in both day and dusk. NEEZO also rendered the hotel
inspired lobby, exterior streetscape, a vignette of a suite
overlooking the lake, ﬁtness studio, and a party room that opens
to a breathtaking rooftop terrace, oﬀering panoramic views of the
Burlington skyline, the Skyway Bridge and Lake Ontario.
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Aerial Photography

“I am extremely pleased with your ﬁrm’s work on
the Illumina project – there’s been a very positive
response by consumers.”
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NEEZO’s panoramic, bird’s-eye view, aerial photography
showcased Illumina’s proximity to Lake Ontario. The aspirational
image made for a striking visual, conveying what an iconic beacon
the condominium will be for the Burlington skyline.

Sam Di Santo - Managing Director, Molinaro Group

Real Estate Software Solutions, Created with Builders
in Mind: unveiling the launch of LiveSite™
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With the Illumina project, NEEZO proudly premiered the launch
of their interactive sales experience, using their latest real-time
technological capabilities; a real estate software solution designed
speciﬁcally with new home builders/developers in mind.

3D Interactive

The Molinaro Group and NEEZO Studios realized it would take more
than one season to sell a 22 storey condo with 160 units.
In order for the marketing story to remain relevant throughout the year
and so that purchasers could relate to the building during the time of
year they were buying, NEEZO creatively incorporated visual eﬀects
to create all four seasons in the interactive application.
Complementing the all-seasons eﬀect, NEEZO added a weather
simulator, so homebuyers could see just how dramatic the condo will
look against Mother Nature’s canvas. It’s these types of unexpected
user experiences (UX) that distinguish a project nurtured by NEEZO.
When the time came to pick a suite, the entire building lit up in a
futuristic, ﬂuorescent turquoise, signifying users could select the unit
of their choice. Homebuyers were faced with dozens of condo ﬂoor
plans to choose from. Maintaining a goal to always enhance the UX,
NEEZO provided the functionality for homebuyers
compare
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PRIMARY (HORIZONTAL) LOGO SPACING side-by-side, even oﬀering the ability to zoom-in on a particular plan to
ensure ease of reading room measurements. Users could also
explore transit routes--and the distance to get to various local
amenities.
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NEEZO STUDIOS GRADIENT OF COLOUR

The 1/87th scale model itself was constructed out of plywood and
various thicknesses of acrylic, which were laser-cut and painted to
match the real life materials. Objects like gym equipment, furniture,
accessories, and decor, were 3D printed, in-house. Trees were added
to mimic the landscaping plan and then the model was meticulously
assembled at Xortus, sister company of NEEZO Studios. With Xortus’
many years of experience, the delivery & install went perfectly.
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Scale Model

The Illumina model took roughly 320 hours to complete
(approximately 8 weeks).
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Services Provided:
3D Renderings
Scale Model
Aerial Photography
Real-Time Interactive
Web Application
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NEEZO’s philosophy is: our renderings sell the lifestyle,
but it’s our 3D Interactive that sells the product.

Developed in NEEZO’s innovation lab,
aﬀectionately called Bees Neez—where all
the NEEZO nectar pollinates, the concept for
their latest software was an amalgamation of
interactive, killer apps and projects they’ve
perfected over the past 7 years, where they
tweaked and tinkered until becoming bona
ﬁde experts at user ﬂow and deeply understanding what makes an eﬀective sales app.
NEEZO aptly named their real estate
software solution LiveSite™ and it’s a
game-changer!

To experience the 3D interactive application, visit:
https://www.neezostudios.com/casestudies

LiveSite™ enables users to ﬁlter units by:
inventory, ﬂoor, bedrooms, square footage,
orientation, ﬂoor plans, building amenities,
and features & ﬁnishes. Their software also
provides the sales staﬀ with back-end
knowledge, stats, and reports of what has
been sold and how much inventory is left to
be sold.
NEEZO enjoyed giving the Illumina a
dramatic, all-seasons visual treatment and
were honoured to showcase their artistry and
technological capabilities.

If you’re looking to elevate your next
project and want to wow your homebuyers
be sure to reach out to NEEZO Studios.
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